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FizziQ is an experimentation 
environment that uses the sensors in 
student’s smartphones to facilitate 
inquiry based science education



We had four goals in mind

#2 A scientific instrument
#3 An ecosystem to foster collaboration
#4 Free without personal data sharing

#1 A modern and intuitive



FizziQ can be used

- as a replacement to school labs 

- for demo or group work in class

- for assignments at home

- for field experimentations
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Protocols



Create, edit, 

 and export

Create and edit in the app 

or in a QR code generator 



With our partners, we have built a 
large corpus of resources to help 

teachers and educators



 www.fizziq.org



 www.fizziq.org



www.fondation-lamap.org/en/fizziq



How students use FizziQ


- 63% of students discover all functionalities by themselves, and a 
further 30% ask their friends and not the teacher


- 92% would recommend FizziQ to their friends

- 81% want to do more scientific experimentation after using FizziQ

Survey June 2020 on 81 students
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FizziQ can be used in many fields


Physics, Life science, Chemistry, 
Technology, Mathematics, Geography, 

Sports, Music, Fine arts, …



Partnership


Our partnership program is designed to 
widen the community, expand resources  

and encourage collaboration 




Partners role


- Share FizziQ app and resources with their 
community


- Schedule workshops with teachers and 
educators


- Contribute to the improvement of the app 
and resources


- Attend the biyearly Partners Meeting



FizziQ’s team role


- Mention partners in the app and website

- Lead workshops with content and exercises

- Provide support on technical questions

- Create synergies within the partners 

community

- Consider local need in future rollouts




Workshops


Session #1 : Explore

Session #2 : Experiment

Session #3 : Create


Workshop lasts 50 minutes and include 
exercises and Q&A



Thanks you !

Contact : info@fizziqlab.org


